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Learn the basics of adding interactivity to Adobe InDesign documents, including adding links, buttons, animations, sharing an interactive document, and more. O que voc precisar' Sample files in practice with (SIP, 3.3MB) Explore the addition and preview of interactivity in your documents, as well as
methods of sharing interactive documents. In addition to creating print content in InDesign, you can also create interactivity documents, such as links and animations, for viewing on the screen. With this presentation document, you'll be introduced to the interactive InDesign, exploring the interactive
workspace, viewing interactive content and getting meaning for different formats of interactive documents. You can open this practice file if you want to follow along with downloadable practice files for this tutorial. Now to add interactivity to the document there are a number of panels you will work with
depending on the type of interactivity you need. An easy way to open the most widely used panels for interactivity is to switch workspaces. So, click the workspace switch over the document and select the digital publishing house. Now you can see a number of panels for interactivity like animation, buttons
and shapes, and more. This document already has some interactivity applied. With your chosen selection tool, click to select this Silent Places text. By default, you can see the animation icon and the green line, indicating that the animation is being applied. There's a link to the word website and a button
at the bottom of the page as well. If you add interactivity to InDesign documents, you can test it with the EPUB Interactivity Preview panel or the Swift Preview panel. To open one of these panels, select a window that is interactive and you can see both. Select EPUB Interactivity Preview to open this
panel. The panel floats freely and there may be more to view the contents of the page by dragging the bottom right corner. You can also move the panel by dragging it behind the front bar. To view the interactivity on this page, you can press the preview play button at the bottom of the panel. You should
see a simple animation to play. If you move the pointer to the stressed text here, you'll see that the hand will appear, which means that if you click, in this case the default browser on your machine will start and show the website or here, you will see a button that you can click to perform the action. After
adding interactivity and preview, you can share your interactive document with others. There are several formats for this including PDF, EPUB and Publish Online. PDF is a format that will look like the original InDesign document, but THE PDF files don't support all interactive features such as animation
and end users require a PDF reader to view the PDF. To create a PDF you can choose a file, export... and choose Adobe PDF PDF to preserve the interactive features that this format supports. Now a different file format you can export in that retains the interactivity of Fixed Layout EPUB files or e-books.
The EPUB file stays true to the original design, while retaining live text, complex layouts, rich media and interactivity. EPUB files require the reader to view them as well and export as a fixed EPUB layout is also in this export dialogue field here. You can click Cancellation so you don't actually export.
Posting on the Internet, which you see as a button here, above the document, allows you to publish any InDesign document online and share it on social networks, email or even as a separate URL. You can also insert a document into any web page or blog. This HTML version of the document can be
viewed on all modern desktop, tablet, and mobile browsers that provide online reading. The online document also supports the interactivity included in InDesign documents, such as video, audio and animation. Now you know how to access the panels you need to create interactivity in InDesign, how to
check the interactivity in documents and export documents to different file formats that support interactivity. The next step is to start adding interactivity like links and animations to your own InDesign projects, and that's what you'll be doing in the next video. What you've learned: About InDesign's
interactivity you can add interactivity such as buttons, links, forms, animation, video and audio, and more to your InDesign documents. To show a number of panels for adding and editing interactivity, select Digital Publishing from the switch's workspace above the document or select the Workspace zgt;
Digital Publishing window to open the necessary panels. A preview of the interactivity in the EPUB interactivity preview panel (the window of the EPUB Interactivity Preview). Share your interactive document by exporting (File and Export) as an ePub (Fixed Layout) or PDF (Interactive), or by clicking
Publish Online on the document. Discover a few of the many types of interactivity you can add to your documents. There are many different types of interactivity you can add to your InDesign projects. In this video you will explore some of the many interactive features available including hyperlinks and
animations. Open this practice file from downloadable practice files for this tutorial if you want to follow along. Now, to start, you'll add a link to the text in the document using the Hyperlinks panel. So, select the type tool in the toolbar and then click in the text here to paste Then select the text with a double
click in the text of the website. To show the Hyperlinks panel, click the Workspace switch over the document and select Digital Publishing to switch workspaces if you don't see it yet. Click on the Hyperlinks panel to show it. You can add hyperlinks to content, such as text and frames in So when you export
in a format like PDF, EPUB or you use Publish Online, users can click on the link to go to other places in the same document on other documents or on websites and more. With the chosen text, click Create a new hyperlink option at the bottom of the Hyperlinks panel. In the new Hyperlink dialog field that
opens, you can choose where to refer, maybe a page in that document or a website that is the URL. Make sure the URL is selected and then click in the URL box here. Change the URL to . Leave this generic destination hyperlink to your chosen one. For some Link To options: it stores the destination in
the Hyperlinks panel so you can reuse it. If you pull the dialog box from the road around the front bar so you can see the text, you can see that it applies underlining and other formatting as a character style added to a document called Hyperlink. Now to remove or change this style click on the Style menu
and choose another formatting option like No. Click OK to apply hyperlink. Now you can see the link listed in the Hyperlinks panel, so you can edit it or use it again if you want. Now another type of interactivity you will explore is animation. Using the animation panel, you can see here that you can apply a
given motion to the content, making it seem to fly to the left side of the screen while cutting and spinning, for example. Choose the tool of choice in the toolbar and click to select the text of Silent Places because you are going to apply the animation to this. On the right, click Animation to show the animation
panel. Now to apply the animation click the Preset menu and you'll see a lot of animation presets listed here. Choose Fly from Top, a preview animation appears at the top of the panel, this little butterfly. There are many types of animation to choose from and you can explore as much as you want. Know
that you need to test an animation set in the intended file format to make sure it's supported. There are many options for you to install when it comes to animation. You can set when an animation takes place under the name Event, you can set how long it takes to animation or duration and more. Now, to
check the animation, click the Preview Spread button at the bottom of the panel to open the EPUB Interactivity Preview panel if it's not open yet. You can press the preview play button at the bottom of the panel to see it again if you want to. Now, if you make changes to the animation bar to your chosen
object, you can press the play button view the EPUB Interactivity Preview panel to see the changes automatically. The animation you create works in a fixed layout EPUB Export and when using Publish Online. There's really a lot of other types of interactivity you can add to documents including posting
videos and audio files and setting up settings in the media panel, media, with object states to turn multiple objects, such as a series of images, into a multi-go-to object that can act as a slideshow, for example, or adding work buttons and shapes. Now that you have a basic understanding of several of the
many different types of interactivity you can apply to InDesign documents, you can start exploring adding interactivity to your own documents, like links to websites and email addresses and more. What you've learned: Add links and animations to Hyperlinks (Windows and Interactive Hyperlinks) let
viewers click on the link to go to other places in the same document, to websites, and more. Animation Effects (window zgt; Interactive zgt; Animation) allows you to add different types of animation to content, such as adding movement to an object on a page. The buttons (Window and Interactive zgt;
buttons and forms) perform activities such as linking to a page or showing and hiding content. Most interactivity can't be viewed directly on InDesign pages. Rather, you can view it in the EPUB (Window, Interactive, EPUB Interactivity Preview) preview. Learn how to share your interactive documents with
Publish Online. When you're ready to share your InDesign documents, whether they're interactivity or not, you can do so with a few different file formats, including PDF and Fixed Layout EPUB, and share it through Publish Online. In this video, you'll focus specifically on publishing with Publish Online. You
can open this file from the practical files for this tutorial if you want to follow along. Now, to share your document with others, you can publish it with Publish Online. Once the document is published, you can share the URL of an online document so that anyone can view the document online on any device,
on any platform, complete with interactive features such as buttons, slideshows, animations and more. Anyone who has a link to a published document can view it in any web browser without logging in. Now with an open document step up over the document and click the Post Internet button at the Bar
InDesign app here. If you're publishing a document for the first time, select Publish a New Document in the dialog field that opens. Once you've published it, if you need to, you can go back to that dialog and update your existing document. You can change the name of the document that users will see.
You can add a description of the document. Maybe I'll get Poetry Reading in the resource center library. You can choose which Pages to publish. You can choose if the viewer will see individual pages Spreads. This document has one page, so it doesn't matter. You can also allow viewers to download a
PDF copy of a document they can distribute and download manually. I'll choose that. A published document can also be built into any website or blog using embedded code, code, view the layout online or shared through social networks and email. You can choose this option if you don't want the
document viewers to see share or paste options for a published document. Click in the extended tab at the top. You can choose an image to display as a cover image for a social publication. This is the first thing users will see, and you can choose things like the format, resolution and level of image quality
in the document. Now to publish the document click Publish. Once it's published, you can view the document in your browser, copy the link to share it with others, or share a link to it via social media. Click View Document to see it. It should open in your default web browser. The publication of online
documents is hosted on Adobe's servers, and each published document is assigned its own unique URL. When you view it you can check the interactivity, you can navigate through pages, you can share a document and more. Back to InDesign if you want to see the documents you have published using
Publish Online InDesign provides Post Online Dashboard where you can access all published documents. Now, to view the dashboard first click Close and then choose the file, Publish Online Dashboard ... The dashboard should be opened in the default browser. The page has two tabs in the dashboard,
The Trending Document and Review. You can manage the published document on the Document Trends tab. You can view analytics, share a post, copy embedded code, or delete it. The Review tab contains information for all published documents. You can close this page if you like and return to
InDesign. Now that you know how to successfully publish a document with Publish Online, the next time you have a document you would like to share with others, you can easily create a digital version of the InDesign document that works on any device in any modern web browser.  What you've learned:
Share an interactive document through Publish Online Publish Online to display a digital version of the InDesign document that works on any device and in any modern web browser, and supports all the interactivity included in the InDesign document. Click Post Online or select the publish online file,
check export options, and click Post. You can manage published documents and view analytics in the dashboard. Select the file of the Post online panel to see the publication of the Online Dashboard in the default web browser. Browser. interactive pdf indesign 2020. adobe indesign 2020 interactive pdf
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